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School, Shali-
mar Bagh or-

ganised the proj-
ect show of stu-

dents of primary
class. 

School princi-
pal, Asha Saran Sri-

vastava welcomed
and addressed the

guests, parents, and
other dignitaries. The

show began with a Ben-
gali dance performance

by Jaspalians on a song
written by the Noble Lau-

reate, Gurudev Ra-
bindranath Tagore. 

The project show was
based on the wonders of

Mother Nature and
how all of us can ‘Re-
cycle, Reduce and
Reuse’ all the re-
sources available to
us. TheDramatico-
Musical, ‘Voices of
Care for Creation’
was prepared and ex-
ecuted by the stu-
dents who came on
screen to teach the
importance of saving
energy. 

The chief guest,
Harangad Singh, JKPS alumnus
and a well-known fashion de-
signer presided over the occa-
sion. He praised the efforts of the
students, teachers and staff and
reminisced his times in the
school. 

School chairman, Sardar
Surjit Singh Ji and vice-chair-
person, Rasna Singh also
presided over the occasion. The
show ended with a vote of thanks
by school principal followed by
the national anthem.
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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M
any of us are under the impression
that just as we hear with our ears
and smell with our nose, similarly we
read with our eyes. It, however, is
not correct. Silent reading to under-

stand what is written is a mental act. There can
be said to have been no reading if the compre-
hension has not taken place. Thus, reading and
comprehension are synonymous.

Reading with simultaneously speaking out is
reading aloud which is actually no reading but speak-
ing out what may have been written by someone
else. This practice is prevalent in our schools much
to the neglect of silent reading. Whereas reading
aloud may have its uses at the learning stage, it is
reading aloud which is practically used in adult life. 

The need is to give importance to training our
students in the skill of silent reading with com-
prehension. 

Unfortunately, the textbook which is meant to
be read is not read at all. In most cases, the
teacher explains the words and the content some-

what in English but mostly in Hindi. The emphasis
is on understanding the content which is neces-
sary for an information-based subject, whereas it
should be on sharpening the skill of reading.

The ideal way for the teacher is to deal with the
new vocabulary items by illustrating their use. After
this, he/she should draw the attention of the students
to the textbook lesson and start asking questions and
answers from the text and thus develop the lesson.

This process of finding the desired information
in the written text is silent reading. To commemorate the birth

anniversary of hockey leg-
end, Major Dhyan Chand,

Bosco Public School, Paschim Vi-
har, celebrated National Sports Day.
The school organised ‘YOGRUN’,
an amalgamation of keeping both
physically and mentally fit. 

The celebration began with
Fit India Run to memorialise the
Fit India Movement. The teach-
ers ran in the school ground lead
by Sunaina and Sunil, following
the safety norms during this pan-
demic. This was followed by a
yoga session under the guidance
of expert yoga trainer, Praveen
Kumar. To mark the occasion,
school head, Rajiv Duggal, PTA

members, staff members and the
students’ council members par-
ticipated virtually. School vice
principal, Priya Handa, along
with a few teachers participated
in all the activities in the school. 

‘YOGRUN’ inspired all the par-
ticipants and viewers to stay fit
and healthy both physically and
mentally during this global crisis. 

Discovering your
true potential

‘Every great achievement
is the victory of a 

flaming heart’
Celebrating the spirit of
valour, positivity and self-
less commitment, a hotel
management college
acknowledged four teach-
ers of DAV Public School,
Sreshtha Vihar, Ranjanan
Varma, Simmi Khurana,

Ritu Bembi, Harpreet Kaur
as Teachers Corona
Warriors and conferred
with Teachers Day Award
2020. School teacher in
charge Suhasini
Khushinder Nath congratu-
lated all the winners.

We learn from our mistakes and failings
DR. NICHOLAS CORREA, EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR & PRINCIPAL, NEW HORIZON
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Don't judge each day by the
harvest you reap but by the
seeds you plant." All of us ex-
pect results from the work

we do, money we invest, time we
spend and the relationships we build.
All these aspects give us returns in
a positive or a negative way. Essen-
tially result is the natural outcome
of any work we do. It is our attitude
that determines the quality of any
outcome or result. 

The attitude of never giving up
boostsone'sprospects of accom-
plishment. It means failing repeat-
edly, learning from mistakes, and
moving on. When we accept failing
as progress, we get closer to our goal
as we learn how to succeed.Failing
teaches resilience, and resilience is
a common quality of successful peo-

ple in all walks of life. 
We tend to look at failing in a neg-

ative light. The obvious example is
in schools where students are dis-
couraged from getting failing marks
or grades. Both teachers and parents
do not want their children to fail be-
cause they consider it hampers the
prospects of progress. Hence, chil-
dren look at failing as humiliation. 

Consequently, children look for
standard solutions and stop solving
problems applying critical thinking
and creativity. 

Parents who over-protect their
children from hardships reinforce

that way of thinking. In the world
outside failing is viewed as a step-
ping-stone for success. 

Thomas Edison once said, "I have
not failed 10,000 time but I've suc-
cessfully found 10,000 ways that will
not work." What we consider failure,
others see it as vital lesson for suc-
cess. We can reshape failure as learn-
ing aid through repeated impedi-
ments. Many studies reveal that fail-
ing early in one's career can make
one more successful in the future.

One must look at each failing as
a reiteration and closely analyse,why
it didn't work. 

One must identify the weak-
nesses that stand in the way of get-
ting what one wants and work on
them. There may be several weak-
nesses but one must work on only
what is necessary.  

One must keep in mind repeated
failings does not automatically lead
to success. It's the association one
has with those failings that makes
the difference. 

If one fails and does not learn
from the experience, the future holds
dramatic failure. 

Success comes with hundreds of
rejections, blunders, and defeats
which are as important as the ac-
complishment itself. "Every adver-
sity, every failure, every heartache
caries with it the seed of an equal or
greater benefit."

Dr. Nicholas Correa, Executive
Director & Principal

Franklin Roosevelt once
said, "A smooth sea never
made a skilled sailor."
Failing allows us to
acknowledge our limitations
and emerge stronger

OF COMMUNITY, CULTURE AND IDENTITY

T
he Terminal, a theme of
identity runs through
the movie as a

Krakhozian citizen Viktor
Navorski flies from his home-
land to New York in search
for the soul of "jazz." As he
lands in New York, his coun-
try overnight is plagued by a
civil war resulting in all visas
being suspended and the
country itself not being rec-
ognized until a new govern-
ment is set up. Thus begins
the theme of identity crisis
as a man with no country is
forced to call an airport his
home. More importantly than
the airport itself, the subtle

yet paramount importance of
what the airport represents
is pivotal to the plot and the
overall theme of the movie
as the airport being the mid-
dle ground between two
cities and countries repre-
sents a safe haven Viktor

finds in the time he finds it
difficult to determine what
his identity truly is. As Viktor
struggles to define what kind
of a person he wants to be to
his buddies Gupta, Joe and
Enrique and to his crush
Amelia. As the story pro-
gresses, the audience comes
to realise that this is not a
mere story of Viktor Navorski
but of all of us still looking to
find the answer to the ques-
tion who we are. 
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A still from the movie 'The Terminal'

NEERAJ VOHRA, Principal, 
Titiksha Public School, Rohini 

Recognising creativity and
promoting environmental
sustainability 

T
he senior wing of Del-
hi Public School,
Sushant Lok, con-
ducted its Fourteenth

Investiture Ceremony. The cer-
emony commenced with the
lighting of the lamp and a mes-
sage by Meenakshi Singh
Pathania, school pro-vice
chairperson.

She exhorted the new
council to uphold and exem-
plify the values that their
school stands for and in do-
ing so be true role models for
their juniors.

The officiating principal,
Veena Sangar, welcomed the
gathering. She urged them
to become true leaders and
lead by example. She ad-
vised them that we do good

work, and that should be an end
in itself, not the means to an end.
Success should be the by-prod-
uct of your effort, not the goal. 

The school choir sang the
self-composed song ‘Tell Me
Why?’Following this, the school
council led by Arnav Sharma

(Head Boy) and Avni Sood
(Head Girl) along with sixty
council members were intro-
duced to the audience. Subse-
quently, they all solemnly took
the oath. The newly appointed
head boy and the head girl
shared their vision. The Best

House rolling trophy was
awarded to Jhelum House for
the previous session, 2019-20.

The programme concluded
with a vote of thanks by the
head mistress, middle wing,
Laxmi Pramanik followed by
the national anthem.

Young leaders of our nation

S
tudents Abban Varughese, Aashrit
Roy of class VIII and Paarth Jain
(X) of DLF Public School, Ghaziabad
earned tickets and won the eligi-

bility criteria to learn a Free 17 hours Cer-
tificate Program ‘LEARN 2CODE’ – from
an ed-tech company in India.    

They are among the 1500 shortlisted
students nationally to win the challenge
that qualifies them for a reward of being
Game builder in Javascript.  Over 1.25 Lacs
students of around 666 schools across the
country competed in the challenge. The
trio is also among the fastest 3 students
out of 800 students of the school who en-
rolled for the challenge.  

Congratulating the winners on their
success, school principal Seema Jerath
shared that creativity is the future for our
kids and teaching kids to code means teach-
ing kids to learn, think and problem solve
in a very unique way.

Coders shine in National
Coding Challenge

PPhhoottoo::  
GGeettttyy  IImmggeess



T wo-time IPL winning Kolkata
Knight Riders captain Gautam
Gambhir believes current skip-
per Dinesh Karthik should bat

after Eoin Morgan and Andre Russell
and also wants Sunil Narine to be

dropped from the top of the order.
Apart from a 23-ball 30 coming at no 3
against Mumbai Indians, Karthik has
failed to produce any significant score
despite batting ahead of Morgan so far
in the tournament.
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Karthik should bat after
Morgan and Russell: Gambhir

Batsmen dominating proceedings in the shorter formats of the game has become the norm now. That’s why, there is a
growing clamour to restore parity between the bat and ball

Like it Warnster (Shane
Warne) the only thing
you forgot which I’ve
been saying for a while is
get rid of leg byes. It

should be a dead
ball. Don’t reward
the batting
team for miss-
ing the ball.

Mark Waugh,

former Aus player 

Get rid of leg byes

There’s so much in
favour of batsmen. Fields
are small, two new balls,
powerplays, bigger bats,
the list can go on. A ‘no

ball’ and it’s a free
hit. I have never
seen a rule cha-
nge favouring
bowlers.

Dale Steyn,

former SA pacer 

Fields are small

Please can I
add for women’s

cricket - smaller upper
limit on ball diameter. And
in women’s cricket - pitch
is so important. Need
pace in it always and
fast outfield
Isa Guha, commentator

For women cricket-
smaller upper limit
on ball diameter

Q.1) What is the full form of
SAFF, which is related to
sporting events held in the
Asian sub-continent?
A. South Asian Futsal Federation ❑ B.
South American Football Federation ❑

C. South Asian Football Federation ❑

D. South American Formula one
Federation ❑

Q.2) Snooker player Thanawat
Thirapongpaiboon represents
which country?
A. Indonesia ❑ B. China ❑ C. Thailand
❑ D. Malaysia ❑

Q.3) With which sports is drag-
flicker Gurjit Kaur associated? 
A. Football ❑ B. Hockey ❑ C. Ice
hockey ❑ D. Basketball ❑

Q.4) Bernardo Silva plays for
which professional football club? 
A. Manchester City ❑ B. Arsenal ❑

C. Manchester Uinted ❑ D. Chelsea

Q.5) Identify the sports
personality in the picture.
A. Cori Gauff 
B. Jennifer Brady 
C. Sofia Kenin
D. Sloane Stephens

Q.6) Which country
does javelin thrower
Anderson Peters
represent?  
A. Peru ❑ B. Uganda ❑

C. Grenada ❑ D. Yugoslavia ❑

Q.7) Name the only cueist to
win Asian and World
championships in all formats
of billiards and snooker.
A. Pankaj Advani ❑ B. Geet Sethi ❑

C. Thanawat Thirapongpaiboon ❑

D. Ronnie Allen ❑

Q.8) In which event did
Mohammad Anas win a gold
medal at the Kladno
Memorial Athletics Meet

in 2019?
A. 400 metres ❑ B. 4x100 metres
relay ❑ C. 800 metres ❑ D. 4x100
metres mixed relay ❑

Q.9) Cecil P Buddy Hall was an
American professional _____
player.
A. Pool ❑ B. Football ❑ C. Cricket ❑

D. Swimming ❑

Q10.  How many gold medals did
India pocket at the 21st
Commonwealth Table Tennis

Championships in 2019? 
A. 4 golds ❑ B. 6 golds ❑

C. 7 golds ❑ D. 8 golds ❑

Q.11) Identify the sports
personality in the
picture.
A. Alphonso Davies ❑ B.
Matthijs de Ligt ❑ C.
Gianluigi Donnarumma ❑

D. Phil Foden ❑

Q.12) Which city will host
the 2024 Olympics?
A. Tokyo ❑ B. New York ❑ C. Paris
❑ D. London ❑

Q.13) Vaibhav Yadav is an
Indian ____
A. Pro boxer ❑ B. Pro footballer
❑

C. Tennis player ❑ D. Cricketer ❑

Q.14) With which sport is
Temba Bavuma
associated?

A. Hockey ❑ B. Weightlifting ❑

C. Cricket ❑ D. Tennis 

Q.15) Name the pacer who
became the first Indian since
1996 to take 5-wicket haul in
4th innings of Test match in
India?
A. Mohammed Shami ❑ B. Ishant
Sharma ❑ C. Umesh Yadav ❑

D. Ravichandran Ashwin ❑

Q.16) With which of the
following sports was Ireland
midfielder Roy Keane
associated? 
A. Basketball ❑ B. Cricket ❑ C.
Hockey ❑ D. Football ❑

1. C. South Asian Football
Federation,  2. C. Thailand,  3. B.
Hockey,  4. A. Manchester City,  5.
A. Cori Gauff  6. C. Grenada,  7. A.
Pankaj Advani,  8. A. 400 metres,
9. A. Pool,  10. C. 7 golds, 11. B.
Matthijs de Ligt 12. C. Paris  13. A.
Pro boxer,  14. C. Cricket,  15. A.
Mohammed Shami,  16. D. Football
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The balance may have
shifted a little bit too

much because sometimes
mis-hits are going for six. The

bats are so good these days that the
sweet spot is much larger than it
would have been 10-15 years ago. The
ICC will be looking at giving some con-
sideration to placing limitations on
the depth of a bat in particular.
David Richardson, former CEO of ICC said in 2015

Place limitations on
the depth of a bat

Wickets need to be more helpful for bowlers
Wickets need to change; they need to be more helpful for bowlers. In T20s, the greatest of
bowlers are being reverse-swept. Three-hundred is no longer competitive in ODIs. There
should be at least one format for bowlers to execute skills. Sachin Tendulkar, Ex India cricketer 

There shouldn’t be bat restrictions
There shouldn’t be bat restrictions because the game’s always moving forward.
Bat companies are always trying to find a competitive advantage. As long as
they’re legal, then you can’t restrict the size of a bat. Shane Watson, Ex-Aus player 

At the moment
it’s all about

batting. The bowl-
ers, they can’t play

cricket. A bowler trains
hard to do the best for
his team, oversteps the
front mark and there’s a
free hit, the powerplays -
I’m not for it.
Curtly Ambrose, former WI pacer

Everything favours
the batsman 

Suggested changes to
T20 cricket - Warne 

It’s about battles on the field. It’s about do-or-die situations. It’s about
just one goal. It’s about victory. In short, it’s about playing fair.
Howzzat? Well, that’s SIMPLY SPORTS!

SIMPLY SPORTS

BATSMEN?
Is T20 format in favour of the 

A score of around 150-160,
giving team batting sec-
ond an equal chance would
make for quality viewing.
After all, the fans deserve
it. Stakeholders must

ensure interest is
alive. 

Krishnamachari

Srikkanth, former

Indian captain and

opener

The fans deserve it

Talented Padikkal has big
future in front of him:

TILTED

RCB head coach Simon Katich

Jabeur becomes first Arab woman
to reach French Open last 16 

Jabeur beat eighth seed Aryna
Sabalenka 7-6(7) 2-6 6-3.

Shreyas Iyer

Kieron Pollard

HIGHLIGHTS
Novak Djokovic enters Roland Garros
last-16 for 11th straight year

Daniel Altmaier brushed past seventh
seed Matteo Berrettini 6-2 7-6(5) 6-4 in
2 hours and 15 minutes 

Petra Kvitova required all her firepower
to subdue Canadian teenager Leylah
Fernandez by 7-5, 6-3. 

Pablo Carreno Busta won the all-Spanish
battle against Davis Cup teammate
Roberto Bautista Agut 6-4, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.

Rahul Tripathi goes
up the order,

Dinesh Karthik plays at no 6,
not before Morgan and not
before Russell as well.
Probably Sunil Narine goes
to bat at 8 or 9. If Morgan
bats no 4 and Russell at 5
and Dinesh Karthik
to follow
Gautam Gambhir, former
Indian cricketer

I would improve T/20 
cricket by:

1. Boundaries as big as poss at
each venue & on small grounds keep

grass on the outfield long 

2. Bowlers a max of 5 overs not four

3. Pitch must = day 4 test match pitch
& not be a flat rd As we all want a
contest between bat & ball not just 6’s
Shane Warne, former Aus player 


